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SIGN VARIATION, THE GRASSMANNIAN, AND TOTAL POSITIVITY
STEVEN N. KARP
Abstract. The totally nonnegative Grassmannian is the set of k-dimensional subspaces V
of Rn whose nonzero Plu¨cker coordinates all have the same sign. Gantmakher and Krein
(1950) and Schoenberg and Whitney (1951) independently showed that V is totally nonneg-
ative iff every vector in V , when viewed as a sequence of n numbers and ignoring any zeros,
changes sign at most k − 1 times. We generalize this result from the totally nonnegative
Grassmannian to the entire Grassmannian, showing that if V is generic (i.e. has no zero
Plu¨cker coordinates), then the vectors in V change sign at mostm times iff certain sequences
of Plu¨cker coordinates of V change sign at most m− k+1 times. We also give an algorithm
which, given a non-generic V whose vectors change sign at most m times, perturbs V into
a generic subspace whose vectors also change sign at most m times. We deduce that among
all V whose vectors change sign at most m times, the generic subspaces are dense. These
results generalize to oriented matroids. As an application of our results, we characterize
when a generalized amplituhedron construction, in the sense of Arkani-Hamed and Trnka
(2013), is well defined. We also give two ways of obtaining the positroid cell of each V in
the totally nonnegative Grassmannian from the sign patterns of vectors in V .
1. Introduction and main results
The (real) Grassmannian Grk,n is the set of k-dimensional subspaces of R
n. Given V ∈ Grk,n,
take a k × n matrix X whose rows span V ; then for k-subsets I ⊆ {1, · · ·, n}, we let ∆I(V )
be the k × k minor of X restricted to the columns in I, called a Plu¨cker coordinate. (The
∆I(V ) depend on our choice of X only up to a global constant.) If all nonzero ∆I(V ) have
the same sign, then V is called totally nonnegative, and if in addition no ∆I(V ) equals zero,
then V is called totally positive. For example, the span V of (1, 0, 0,−1) and (−1, 2, 1, 3) is
a totally nonnegative element of Gr2,4, but V is not totally positive since ∆{2,3}(V ) = 0.
The set Gr≥0k,n of totally nonnegative V ∈ Grk,n, called the totally nonnegative Grassman-
nian, has become a hot topic in algebraic combinatorics in the past two decades. The general
algebraic study of total positivity for split reductive connected algebraic groups G over R,
and partial flag varieties G/P , was initiated by Lusztig [Lus], of which Gr≥0k,n corresponds to
the special case G/P = Grk,n. Of particular interest is the stratification of Gr
≥0
k,n according
to whether each ∆I is zero or nonzero. This stratification is a cell decomposition, which was
conjectured by Lusztig [Lus] and proved by Rietsch [Rie] (for the general case G/P ), and
later understood combinatorially by Postnikov [Pos].
This general theory traces its origin to the study of totally positive matrices in the 1930’s,
in the context of oscillation theory in analysis. Here positivity conditions on matrices can
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imply special oscillation and spectral properties. A well-known result of this kind is due to
Gantmakher and Krein [GK2], which states that if an n×n matrix X is totally positive (i.e.
all
(
2n
n
)
minors of X are positive), then the n eigenvalues of X are distinct positive reals.
Gantmakher and Krein [GK1] also gave a characterization of (what would later be called)
the totally nonnegative and totally positive Grassmannians in terms of sign variation. To
state their result, we introduce some notation. For v ∈ Rn, let var(v) be the number of times
v (viewed as a sequence of n numbers, ignoring any zeros) changes sign, and let
var(v) := max{var(w) : w ∈ Rn such that wi = vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n with vi 6= 0}.
(We use the convention var(0) := −1.) For example, if v := (1,−1, 0,−2) ∈ R4, then
var(v) = 1 and var(v) = 3.
Theorem 1.1 (Chapter V, Theorems 3 and 1 of [GK1]).
(i) V ∈ Grk,n is totally nonnegative iff var(v) ≤ k − 1 for all v ∈ V .
(ii) V ∈ Grk,n is totally positive iff var(v) ≤ k − 1 for all v ∈ V \ {0}.
(Part (i) above was proved independently by Schoenberg and Whitney [SW].) For example,
the two vectors (1, 0, 0,−1) and (−1, 2, 1, 3) each change sign exactly once, and we can check
that any vector in their span V changes sign at most once, which is equivalent to V being
totally nonnegative. On the other hand, var((1, 0, 0,−1)) = 3, so V is not totally positive.
Every element of Grk,n has a vector which changes sign at least k − 1 times (put a k × n
matrix whose rows span V into reduced row echelon form, and take the alternating sum of
the rows), so the totally nonnegative elements are those whose vectors change sign as few
times as possible.
The results of the paper are organized as follows. In Section 3, we generalize Theorem 1.1
from the totally nonnegative Grassmannian to the entire Grassmannian, by giving a criterion
for when var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V , or when var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V \ {0}, in terms of
the Plu¨cker coordinates of V . (Theorem 1.1 is the case m = k − 1.) As an application of
our results, in Section 4 we examine the construction of amplituhedra introduced by Arkani-
Hamed and Trnka [AHT]. In Section 5, we show how to use the sign patterns of vectors in
a totally nonnegative V to determine the cell of V in the cell decomposition of Gr≥0k,n.
We briefly mention here that all of our results hold more generally for oriented matroids,
and we prove them in this context. In this section we state our results in terms of the Grass-
mannian, so as to make them as accessible as possible. We introduce oriented matroids and
the basic results about them we will need in Section 2. See Remark 1.13 at the end of this
section for further comments about oriented matroids.
We now describe our main results. We let [n] := {1, 2, · · ·, n}, and denote by
(
[n]
r
)
the set of
r-subsets of [n].
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that V ∈ Grk,n, and m ≥ k − 1.
(i) If var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V , then var((∆I∪{i}(V ))i∈[n]\I) ≤ m− k + 1 for all I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
.
(ii) We have var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V \ {0} iff var((∆I∪{i}(V ))i∈[n]\I) ≤ m − k + 1 for all
I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
such that ∆I∪{i}(V ) 6= 0 for some i ∈ [n].
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(See Theorem 3.1.) If we take m := k − 1, then we recover Theorem 1.1; see Corollary 3.4
for the details.
Example 1.3. Let V ∈ Gr2,4 be the row span of the matrix
[
1 0 −2 3
0 2 1 4
]
, so k := 2. Then
by Theorem 1.2(ii), the fact that var(v) ≤ 2 =: m for all v ∈ V \ {0} is equivalent to the
fact that the 4 sequences
(∆{1,2}(V ),∆{1,3}(V ),∆{1,4}(V )) = (2, 1, 4),
(∆{1,2}(V ),∆{2,3}(V ),∆{2,4}(V )) = (2, 4,−6),
(∆{1,3}(V ),∆{2,3}(V ),∆{3,4}(V )) = (1, 4,−11),
(∆{1,4}(V ),∆{2,4}(V ),∆{3,4}(V )) = (4,−6,−11)
each change sign at most m− k + 1 = 1 time. ♦
We say that V ∈ Grk,n is generic if all Plu¨cker coordinates of V are nonzero. If V is generic,
then (ii) above implies that the converse of (i) holds. The converse of (i) does not hold in
general (see Example 3.2); however, if V ∈ Grk,n is not generic and var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V ,
then we show how to perturb V into a generic V ′ ∈ Grk,n while maintaining the property
var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V ′. Working backwards, we can then apply Theorem 1.2(i) to V ′ in
order to test whether var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V . The precise statement is as follows.
Theorem 1.4. Given V ∈ Grk,n, we can perturb V into a generic V ′ ∈ Grk,n such that
maxv∈V var(v) = maxv∈V ′ var(v). In particular, for m ≥ k − 1 we have var(v) ≤ m for all
v ∈ V iff var((∆I∪{i}(V ′))i∈[n]\I) ≤ m− k + 1 for all I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
.
Thus in {V ∈ Grk,n : var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V }, the generic elements are dense.
(See Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 3.15.) In the special case m = k − 1, we recover the result
of Postnikov (Section 17 of [Pos]) that the totally positive Grassmannian is dense in the
totally nonnegative Grassmannian.
Theorem 3.14 in fact gives an algorithm for perturbing V into a generic V ′. It involves
taking a k×n matrix X whose rows span V , and repeatedly adding a very small multiple of
a column of X to an adjacent column (and taking the row span of the resulting matrix). We
show that repeating the sequence 1→+ 2, 2→+ 3, · · ·, (n−1)→+ n, n→+ (n−1), (n−1)→+
(n − 2), · · ·, 2 →+ 1 of adjacent-column perturbations k times in order from left to right is
sufficient to obtain a generic V ′, where i→+ j denotes adding a very small positive multiple
of column i to column j. We give several other sequences of adjacent-column perturbations
which work; see Theorem 3.14.
We use these results to study amplituhedra, introduced by Arkani-Hamed and Trnka [AHT]
to help calculate scattering amplitudes in theoretical physics. They consider the map Gr≥0k,n →
Grk,r on the totally nonnegative Grassmannian induced by a given linear map Z : R
n → Rr.
Note that this map is not necessarily well defined, since Z may send a k-dimensional subspace
to a subspace of lesser dimension. In part to preclude this possibility, Arkani-Hamed and
Trnka require that k ≤ r and Z has positive r× r minors (when viewed as an r×n matrix),
and call the image of the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r a (tree) amplituhedron. Lam [Lam] showed more
generally that the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r is well defined if the row span of Z (regarded as an
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r×n matrix) has a totally positive k-dimensional subspace, in which case he calls the image
a (full) Grassmann polytope. (When k = 1, Grassmann polytopes are precisely polytopes in
projective space.) We use sign variation to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the
map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z to be well defined, and in particular recover the sufficient
conditions of Arkani-Hamed and Trnka, and Lam.
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that k, n, r ∈ N with n ≥ k, r, and that Z : Rn → Rr is a linear
map, which we also regard as an r × n matrix. Let d be the rank of Z and W ∈ Grd,n the
row span of Z, so that W⊥ = ker(Z) ∈ Grn−d,n. The following are equivalent:
(i) the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z is well defined, i.e. dim(Z(V )) = k for all V ∈ Gr
≥0
k,n;
(ii) var(v) ≥ k for all nonzero v ∈ ker(Z); and
(iii) var((∆I\{i}(W ))i∈I) ≤ d− k for all I ∈
(
[n]
d+1
)
such that W |I has dimension d.
(See Theorem 4.2.) We remark that the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) above is equivalent to
Theorem 1.2(ii).
We now describe our results about the cell decomposition of Gr≥0k,n. Given V ∈ Grk,n, we
define thematroidM(V ) of V as the set of I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
such that ∆I(V ) is nonzero. If V is totally
nonnegative, we also call M(V ) a positroid. The stratification of Gr≥0k,n by positroids (i.e. its
partition into equivalence classes, where V ∼W iff M(V ) = M(W )) is a cell decomposition
[Rie, Pos].
How can we determine the matroid of V ∈ Grk,n from the sign patterns of vectors in V ?
Given I ⊆ [n] and a sign vector ω ∈ {+,−}I , we say that V realizes ω if there exists a vector
in V whose restriction to I has signs given by ω. For example, if (2, 3,−2,−1) ∈ V , then V
realizes (+,−,−) on {1, 3, 4}. Note that V realizes ω iff V realizes −ω. It is not difficult to
show that for all I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
, we have I ∈ M(V ) iff V realizes all 2k sign vectors in {+,−}I .
Furthermore, in order to determine whether I is in M(V ) from which sign vectors V realizes
in {+,−}I , we potentially have to check all 2k−1 pairs of sign vectors (each sign vector and
its negation), since given any ω ∈ {+,−}I (and assuming n > k), there exists V ∈ Grk,n
which realizes all 2k sign vectors in {+,−}I except for ±ω. (See Remark 5.7.) However, in
the case that V is totally nonnegative, we show that we need only check k particular sign
vectors in {+,−}I to verify that ∆I(V ) 6= 0.
Theorem 1.6. For V ∈ Gr≥0k,n and I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
, we have I ∈ M(V ) iff V realizes the 2k (or k
up to sign) sign vectors in {+,−}I which alternate in sign between every pair of consecutive
components, with at most one exceptional pair.
(See Corollary 5.6.) For example, if k = 5, these 2k sign vectors are (+,−,+,−,+),
(+,+,−,+,−), (+,−,−,+,−), (+,−,+,+,−), (+,−,+,−,−), and their negations.
Example 1.7. Let V ∈ Gr≥03,5 be the row span of the matrix
2 1 0 0 30 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
. Theorem 1.6
implies that for all I ∈
(
[5]
3
)
, we have ∆I(V ) 6= 0 iff V realizes the 3 sign vectors (+,−,+),
(+,+,−), (+,−,−) on I. For I = {1, 3, 5}, the vectors (2, 1,−1, 0, 3), (2, 1, 1,−4,−1),
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(2, 1,−1,−4,−1) ∈ V realize the sign vectors (+,−,+), (+,+,−), (+,−,−) on I, so
∆{1,3,5}(V ) 6= 0. (We do not need to check that (+,+,+), the remaining sign vector in
{+,−}I up to sign, is realized.) For I = {1, 4, 5}, the vectors (2, 1, 0,−1, 2), (2, 1, 0,−4,−1) ∈
V realize the sign vectors (+,−,+), (+,−,−) on I, but no vector in V realizes the sign vector
(+,+,−) on I, so ∆{1,4,5}(V ) = 0. ♦
We now describe another way to recover the positroid of V ∈ Gr≥0k,n from the sign patterns
of vectors in V . We begin by showing how to obtain the Schubert cell of V , which is labeled
by the lexicographic minimum of M(V ). To state this result, we introduce some notation.
For v ∈ Rn and I ⊆ [n], we say that v strictly alternates in sign on I if v|I has no zero
components, and alternates in sign between consecutive components. Let A(V ) denote the
set of I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
such that some vector in V strictly alternates in sign on I. Note that if
I ∈M(V ) then V |I = RI , so M(V ) ⊆ A(V ). We also define the Gale partial order ≤Gale on(
[n]
k
)
by {i1 < · · · < ik} ≤Gale {j1 < · · · < jk} iff i1 ≤ j1, i2 ≤ j2, · · ·, ik ≤ jk.
Theorem 1.8. For V ∈ Gr≥0k,n, the lexicographic minimum of M(V ) equals the Gale mini-
mum of A(V ).
(See Theorem 5.1.) We remark that the lexicographic minimum of M(V ) is also the Gale
minimum of M(V ), but A(V ) does not necessarily equal M(V ) (see Example 1.9). We also
note that if V ∈ Grk,n is not totally nonnegative, then A(V ) does not necessarily have a
Gale minimum (see Example 5.3).
Example 1.9. Let V ∈ Gr≥03,5 be the row span of the matrix
2 1 0 0 30 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
, as in
Example 1.7. Theorem 1.8 implies that the lexicographic minimum {1, 3, 4} of M(V ) equals
the Gale minimum of
A(V ) = {{1, 3, 4}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}}.
Note that {2, 4, 5} ∈ A(V ) \M(V ). ♦
By the cyclic symmetry of the totally nonnegative Grassmannian, we can then use Theorem 1.8
to recover the Grassmann necklace of V ∈ Gr≥0k,n (see Corollary 5.5), which in turn determines
the positroid of V by a result of Postnikov (Theorem 17.1 of [Pos]).
Remark 1.10. We can easily reinterpret results about upper bounds on var in terms of
lower bounds on var, and upper bounds on var in terms of lower bounds on var, by the
following two facts.
Lemma 1.11. (i) [GK1] For v ∈ Rn \ {0}, we have
var(v) + var(alt(v)) = n− 1,
where alt(v) := (v1,−v2, v3,−v4, · · ·, (−1)n−1vn) ∈ Rn.
(ii) [Hil][Hoc] Given V ∈ Grk,n, let V
⊥ ∈ Grn−k,n be the orthogonal complement of V . Then
V and alt(V ⊥) have the same Plu¨cker coordinates:
∆I(V ) = ∆[n]\I(alt(V
⊥)) for all I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
.
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(Part (i) is stated without proof as equation (67) in Chapter II of [GK1]; see equation (5.1)
of [And] for a proof. The earliest satement of part (ii) we found in the literature is at the
beginning of Section 7 of [Hoc]. Hochster does not give a proof, and says that this result
“was basically known to Hilbert.” The idea is that if [Ik|A] is a k × n matrix whose rows
span V ∈ Grk,n, where A is a k × (n − k) matrix, then V ⊥ is the row span of the matrix
[AT | − In−k]. This idea appears implicitly in equation (14) of [Hil], and more explicitly in
Theorem 2.2.8 of [Oxl] and Proposition 3.1(i) of [MR]. I thank a referee for pointing out
the reference [MR].) For example, we get the following dual formulation of Gantmakher and
Krein’s result (Theorem 1.1).
Corollary 1.12 ([Chapter V, Theorems 7 and 6 of [GK1]).
(i) V ∈ Grk,n is totally nonnegative iff var(v) ≥ k for all v ∈ V \ {0}.
(ii) V ∈ Grk,n is totally positive iff var(v) ≥ k for all v ∈ V \ {0}.
Remark 1.13. The natural framework in which to consider sign patterns of vectors in V ,
and signs of the Plu¨cker coordinates of V , is that of oriented matroids. Our results hold,
and are proven, in this context, and are more general because while every subspace gives
rise to an oriented matroid, not every oriented matroid comes from a subspace. (The totally
nonnegative Grassmannian is a special case; the analogue of a totally nonnegative subspace is
a positively oriented matroid, and Ardila, Rinco´n, and Williams [ARW] recently showed that
each positively oriented matroid comes from a totally nonnegative subspace. Hence there is
no added generality gained here in passing from the Grassmannian to oriented matroids.)
Those already familiar with oriented matroids can use the following dictionary to reinter-
pret the results stated in this section:
subspaces oriented matroids
sign vectors of vectors in V covectors of M(V )
∆(V ), up to sign the chirotope χM(V )
V is generic M(V ) is uniform
V ′ is a perturbation of V there is a weak map from M(V ′) to M(V )
the closure of S ⊆ Grk,n images of weak maps from M(V ′), over V ′ ∈ S
the orthogonal complement V ⊥ of V the dual of M(V )
We also generalize to oriented matroids the operation of adding a very small multiple of
a column (of a k × n matrix whose rows span V ∈ Grk,n) to an adjacent column; see
Definition 3.6.
For those unfamiliar with oriented matroids, we give an introduction in Section 2, biased
toward the tools we need. For a thorough introduction to oriented matroids, see the book
[BLVS+].
Acknowledgements. I thank Lauren Williams, my advisor, for many helpful conversations
and suggestions. I also thank the referees for their valuable feedback. I am grateful to Sylvie
Corteel and the Laboratoire d’Informatique Algorithmique: Fondements et Applications at
Universite´ Paris Diderot for hosting me while I conducted part of this work.
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2. Introduction to oriented matroids
In this section, we introduce oriented matroids, and much of the notation and tools that
we use in our proofs. A comprehensive account of the theory of oriented matroids, and our
reference throughout, is the book by Bjo¨rner, Las Vergnas, Sturmfels, White, and Ziegler
[BLVS+]. We begin by describing oriented matroids coming from subspaces of Rn (i.e.
realizable oriented matroids), which will serve as motivation for the exposition to follow.
For α ∈ R we define
sign(α) :=

0, if α = 0
+, if α > 0
−, if α < 0
,
and for x ∈ RE we define the sign vector sign(x) ∈ {0,+,−}E by sign(x)e := sign(xe) for
e ∈ E. We will sometimes use 1 and −1 in place of + and −. For example, sign(5, 0,−1, 2) =
(+, 0,−,+) = (1, 0,−1, 1). Given a sign vectorX ∈ {0,+,−}E, the support ofX is the subset
X := {e ∈ E : Xe 6= 0} of E. We can think of X as giving a sign to each element of X (some
authors callX a signed subset). We also define−X ∈ {0,+,−}E by (−X)e := −Xe for e ∈ E.
For example, X = (+, 0,−,+) ∈ {0,+,−}4 has support {1, 3, 4}, and −X = (−, 0,+,−).
Definition 2.1 (realizable oriented matroids; 1.2 of [BLVS+]). Let E be a finite set and V
a k-dimensional subspace of RE. The (realizable) oriented matroid M(V ) associated to V
is uniquely determined by E (the ground set of M(V )) and any one of the following three
objects:
• the set V∗ := {sign(v) : v ∈ V }, called the covectors of M(V ); or
• the set C∗ := {X ∈ V∗ : X has minimal nonempty support}, called the cocircuits ofM(V );
or
• the function χ : Ek → {0,+,−} (up to multiplication by ±1), called the chirotope of
M(V ), where χ(i1, · · ·, ik) := sign(det([x(i1)| · · · |x(ik)])) (i1, · · ·, ik ∈ E) for some fixed k ×E
matrix [x(i) : i ∈ E] whose rows span V .
The rank of M(V ) is k.
Example 2.2. Let V ∈ Gr2,3 be the row span of the matrix
[
0 −1 1
3 0 2
]
. Then M(V ) is
an oriented matroid of rank k := 2 with ground set E := {1, 2, 3}. Note that (+,+,−) is
a covector of M(V ), because it is the sign vector of e.g. (3, 3,−1) ∈ V . The covectors of
M(V ) are
(0, 0, 0), (0,+,−), (0,−,+), (+, 0,+), (−, 0,−), (+,+, 0), (−,−, 0),
(+,+,−), (−,+,−), (+,−,+), (−,−,+), (+,+,+), (−,−,−).
The cocircuits of M(V ) are the covectors with minimal nonempty support, i.e.
(0,+,−), (0,−,+), (+, 0,+), (−, 0,−), (+,+, 0), (−,−, 0).
The chirotope χ of M(V ) is given (up to sign) by
χ(1, 2) = sign(∆{1,2}(V )) = sign(3) = +,
χ(1, 3) = sign(∆{1,3}(V )) = sign(−3) = −,
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χ(2, 3) = sign(∆{2,3}(V )) = sign(−2) = −,
and by the fact that χ is alternating, i.e. swapping two arguments multiplies the result by
−1. The fact that the Plu¨cker coordinates ∆I(V ) are defined only up to multiplication by a
global nonzero constant explains why the chirotope is defined only up to sign. ♦
Definition 2.3 (oriented matroid, cocircuit axioms; 3.2.1 of [BLVS+]). An oriented matroid
M is an ordered pair M = (E, C∗), where E is a finite set and C∗ ⊆ 2{0,+,−}
E
satisfies the
following four axioms:
(C0) every sign vector in C∗ has nonempty support;
(C1) C∗ = −C∗;
(C2) if X, Y ∈ C∗ with X ⊆ Y , then X = ±Y ;
(C3) if X, Y ∈ C∗ and a ∈ E such that X 6= −Y and Xa = −Ya 6= 0, then there exists
Z ∈ C∗ such that Za = 0, and Zb = Xb or Zb = Yb for all b ∈ Z.
The set E is called the ground set ofM, and the sign vectors in C∗ are called the cocircuits
of M.
We denote the cocircuits of M by C∗(M). (The superscript ∗ is present to indicate that
cocircuits are circuits of the dual of M.) We remark that not all oriented matroids are
realizable; see 1.5.1 of [BLVS+] for an example of a non-realizable oriented matroid.
Example 2.4. The sign vectors
(0,+,−), (0,−,+), (+, 0,+), (−, 0,−), (+,−, 0), (−,+, 0)
are not the cocircuits of an oriented matroid, because e.g. (C3) above fails when we take
X = (0,+,−), Y = (+, 0,+), a = 3. ♦
For sign vectors X, Y ∈ {0,+,−}E, define the composition X ◦ Y as the sign vector in
{0,+,−}E given by
(X ◦ Y )e :=
{
Xe, if Xe 6= 0
Ye, if Xe = 0
for e ∈ E.
We can think of X ◦ Y as being formed by starting with X and recording Y in the empty
slots of X , or by starting with Y and overwriting X on top. In general, X ◦Y 6= Y ◦X ; if the
composition of sign vectors X(1), · · ·, X(r) of E does not depend on the order of composition,
we say that X(1), · · ·, X(r) are conformal. For example, (+, 0,−) and (0,+,−) are conformal.
A covector of an oriented matroidM is a composition of some (finite number of) cocircuits
of M. (We include the empty composition, which is the zero sign vector.) We let V∗(M)
denote the set of covectors of M. Note that by (C2) of Definition 2.3, we can recover
the cocircuits of M as the covectors with minimal nonempty support. A key property of
covectors is the following conformality property.
Proposition 2.5 (conformality for covectors; 3.7.2 of [BLVS+]). Suppose that X is a cov-
ector of the oriented matroid M. Then X = C(1) ◦ · · · ◦ C(r) for some conformal cocircuits
C(1), · · ·, C(r) of M.
There are axioms which characterize when a set of sign vectors in {0,+,−}E is the set of
covectors of an oriented matroid; see 3.7.5 of [BLVS+].
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Definition 2.6 (basis, rank; pp124, 115 of [BLVS+]). Let M be an oriented matroid with
ground set E. A basis of M is a minimal B ⊆ E such that B ∩C 6= ∅ for every cocircuit C
of M. All bases of M have the same size k ≥ 0, called the rank of M.
M determines a unique orientation on its bases (up to a global sign).
Definition 2.7 (chirotope; 3.5.1, 3.5.2 of [BLVS+]). Suppose thatM is an oriented matroid
of rank k with ground set E. Then there exists a function χM : E
k → {0,+,−} (called the
chirotope of M), unique up to sign, satisfying the following properties:
(i) χM is alternating, i.e. χM(iσ(1), · · ·, iσ(k)) = sgn(σ)χM(i1, · · ·, ik) for i1, · · ·, ik ∈ E and
σ ∈ Sk;
(ii) χM(i1, · · ·, ik) = 0 if {i1, · · ·, ik} ⊆ E is not a basis of M; and
(iii) if {a, i1, · · ·, ik−1}, {b, i1, · · ·, ik−1} ⊆ E are bases of M and C is a cocircuit of M with
i1, · · ·, ik−1 /∈ C, then χM(a, i1, · · ·, ik−1) = CaCbχM(b, i1, · · ·, ik−1).
M is uniquely determined by χM up to sign (3.5.2 of [BLVS+]). For the axioms characterizing
chirotopes of oriented matroids, see 3.5.3, 3.5.4 of [BLVS+]. If E is totally ordered (for
example, E = [n] ordered by 1 < 2 < · · · < n), we let χM(I) denote χM(i1, · · ·, ik) for
I ∈
(
E
k
)
(I = {i1, · · ·, ik}, i1 < · · · < ik), and set χM(J) := 0 for J ⊆ E with |J | < k. In this
case χM gives an orientation (either + or −) to each basis of M.
The relation (iii) above between χM and the cocircuits ofM is called the pivoting property;
we state it in the following useful form.
Proposition 2.8 (pivoting property; 3.5.1, 3.5.2 of [BLVS+]). Suppose thatM is an oriented
matroid of rank k with a totally ordered ground set E, I ∈
(
E
k−1
)
, and a, b ∈ E. If I ∪ {a}
and I ∪ {b} are bases of M, then there exists a cocircuit C of M with I ∩C = ∅ (unique up
to sign), whence a, b ∈ C, and
χM(I ∪ {a}) = (−1)
|{i∈I:i is strictly between a and b}|CaCbχM(I ∪ {b}).(2.9)
Conversely, if there exists a cocircuit C of M with I ∩ C = ∅ and b ∈ C, then (2.9) holds.
Only the first part of Proposition 2.8 is proved in [BLVS+], so we prove the converse.
Proof (of converse). Let C be a cocircuit ofM with I∩C = ∅ and b ∈ C. First suppose that
I ∪ {b} is not a basis ofM; we must show that I ∪ {a} is also not a basis. By Definition 2.6
there exists a cocircuit D of M with (I ∪ {b}) ∩ D = ∅. If a /∈ C or a /∈ D, then we
immediately get that I ∪ {a} is not a basis. Otherwise we have a ∈ C ∪ D, and C 6= ±D
since b ∈ C \ D. Hence we may apply (C3) of Definition 2.3 to obtain a cocircuit of M
whose support is contained in (C ∪D) \ {a} ⊆ E \ (I ∪ {a}), whence I ∪ {a} is not a basis
ofM. Similarly, if a ∈ C and I ∪ {a} is not a basis ofM, then I ∪ {b} is not a basis, giving
(2.9). Also, if I ∪{a} and I ∪{b} are both bases ofM, then (2.9) follows from the first part
of this result. The remaining case is when I ∪ {b} is a basis of M, I ∪ {a} is not a basis,
and a /∈ C, whence both sides of (2.9) are zero. 
Now we introduce restriction of oriented matroids; for a realizable oriented matroidM(V ),
this corresponds to restricting V to a subset of the canonical coordinates.
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Definition 2.10 (restriction; 3.7.11, 3.4.9, pp133-134 of [BLVS+]). Let M be an oriented
matroid with ground set E, and F ⊆ E. The restriction of M to F , denoted by M|F or
M\G (where G := E \F ), is the oriented matroid with ground set F and covectors {X|F :
X ∈ V∗(M)}. The bases of M|F are the maximal elements of {B ∩ F : B is a basis of M}.
The chirotope χM|F is given as follows. Let k, l be the ranks of M,M|F , respectively, and
take i1, · · ·, ik−l ∈ E \ F such that F ∪ {i1, · · ·, ik−l} contains a basis of M. Then
χM|F (j1, · · ·, jl) = χM(j1, · · ·, jl, i1, · · ·, ik−l) for j1, · · ·, jl ∈ F.
If V is a subspace of RE, then M(V )|F =M(V |F ).
We conclude by describing a partial order on oriented matroids with a fixed ground set.
Geometrically, for point configurations, moving up in the partial order corresponds to moving
the points of the configuration into more general position. (A configuration of n points in
R
k gives rise to a subspace of Rn, and hence an oriented matroid with ground set [n], by
writing the points as the columns of a k×n matrix and taking the row span of this matrix.)
We use the partial order on sign vectors given by X ≤ Y iff Y = X ◦Y (X, Y ∈ {0,+,−}E),
i.e. Xe = Ye for all e ∈ E such that Xe 6= 0. This also defines a partial order on chirotopes,
regarded as sign vectors in {0,+,−}E
k
.
Definition 2.11 (partial order on oriented matroids; 7.7.5 of [BLVS+]). Let M, N be
oriented matroids with ground set E. We say that M ≤ N if for every covector X of M,
there exists a covector Y of N with X ≤ Y . Then ≤ is a partial order on oriented matroids
with ground set E. If M and N have the same rank, then M≤ N iff χM ≤ ±χN .
The standard terminology for M≤ N is that there is a weak map from N to M.
3. Relating sign changes of covectors and the chirotope
Recall that given a sign vector X ∈ {0,+,−}E over a totally ordered set E, the number of
sign changes of X (ignoring any zeros) is denoted by var(X), and var(X) := maxY≥X var(Y ).
The goal of this section is to give, for any oriented matroidM with a totally ordered ground
set, a criterion for when var(X) ≤ m for all covectors X of M, or when var(X) ≤ m for all
nonzero covectors X of M, in terms of the chirotope of M. Theorem 3.1 provides such a
criterion in the latter case, as well as in the former case if M is uniform, i.e. every k-subset
of its ground set is a basis (where k is the rank ofM). (Hence V ∈ Grk,n is generic iffM(V )
is uniform.) For non-uniform M, we then show (Theorem 3.14) how to perturb M into a
generic uniform matroid N so that we may apply the criterion in Theorem 3.1 to determine
whether var(X) ≤ m for all covectors X of M.
We remark that while var is weakly increasing (i.e. var(X) ≤ var(Y ) if X ≤ Y ), var is
weakly decreasing, which helps explain why var and var require such different treatments.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that M is an oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n], and
m ≥ k − 1.
(i) If var(X) ≤ m for all X ∈ V∗(M), then var((χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I) ≤ m − k + 1 for all
I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
.
(ii) We have var(X) ≤ m for all X ∈ V∗(M) \ {0} iff var((χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I) ≤ m− k+ 1
for all I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
such that I ∪ {i} is a basis of M for some i ∈ [n].
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For an example using this theorem, see Example 1.3. Note that (ii) above implies that if
M is uniform, then the converse of (i) holds. However, the converse of (i) does not hold in
general, as shown in Example 3.2. Example 3.3 shows that the condition “I ∪ {i} is a basis
of M for some i ∈ [n]” (equivalently, that the sequence (χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I is nonzero) in
(ii) is necessary. Also note that there is no loss of generality in the assumption m ≥ k − 1,
because there exists a covector of M which changes sign at least k − 1 times; in fact, if
B ∈
(
[n]
k
)
is any basis of M, then there exists a covector of M which strictly alternates in
sign on B. (This follows from Definition 2.10: M|B is the uniform oriented matroid of rank
k with ground set B, and so V∗(M)|B = V∗(M|B) = {0,+,−}B.)
Example 3.2. Let V ∈ Gr2,4 be the row span of the matrix
[
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
]
, so k := 2. Note
that the 4 sequences of Plu¨cker coordinates
(∆{1,2}(V ),∆{1,3}(V ),∆{1,4}(V )) = (1, 0, 1),
(∆{1,2}(V ),∆{2,3}(V ),∆{2,4}(V )) = (1,−1, 0),
(∆{1,3}(V ),∆{2,3}(V ),∆{3,4}(V )) = (0,−1, 1),
(∆{1,4}(V ),∆{2,4}(V ),∆{3,4}(V )) = (1, 0, 1)
each change sign at most m − k + 1 = 1 time (where we take m := 2), but the vector
(1,−1, 1,−1) ∈ V changes sign 3 times. Hence the converse to Theorem 3.1(i) does not hold.
However, if we were forced to pick a sign for, say, ∆{1,3}(V ), then either the first or third
sequence above would change sign twice. This motivates the introduction of perturbations
below. ♦
Example 3.3. Let V ∈ Gr3,5 be the row span of the matrix
1 1 0 0 00 0 1 0 −1
0 0 0 1 1
. ThenM(V )
satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.1(ii) with m := 3, i.e. var(v) ≤ 3 for all
v ∈ V \{0}, and var((∆I∪{i}(V ))i∈[5]\I) ≤ 1 for all I ∈
(
[5]
2
)
such that ∆I∪{i}(V ) 6= 0 for some
i ∈ [n]. We cannot remove the condition “∆I∪{i}(V ) 6= 0 for some i ∈ [n],” because taking
J := {1, 2} we have ∆J∪{i}(V ) = 0 for all i ∈ [n], and so var((∆J∪{i}(V ))i∈[5]\J) = 2. ♦
Proof (of Theorem 3.1). The idea is to use the fact that if X ∈ {0,+,−}n with var(X) = r,
then there exists A ∈
(
[n]
r+1
)
such that X strictly alternates in sign on A. We restrict our
attention to an appropriate choice of A, using Definition 2.6 and the pivoting property
(Proposition 2.8) to relate cocircuits, bases, and the chirotope.
(i) Suppose that I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
such that var((χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I) ≥ m − k + 2. Take A ∈(
[n]\I
m−k+3
)
such that (χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I strictly alternates in sign on A. Fix a ∈ A, and for
the remainder of this proof, for i, j ∈ [n] let [i, j) denote the interval of integers from i
(inclusively) to j (exclusively), i.e. {i, i+1, · · ·, j−1} if j ≥ i and {j+1, j+2, · · ·, i} if j ≤ i.
By Definition 2.6, for i ∈ I there exists a cocircuit C(i) ofM with ((I∪{a})\{i})∩C(i) = ∅;
since I ∪{a} is a basis ofM we have i ∈ C(i), so we may assume that C(i)i = (−1)
|(I∪A)∩[a,i)|.
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Also let D be a cocircuit of M with I ∩D = ∅; since a ∈ D we may assume that Da = 1.
Then for b ∈ [n], the pivoting property (Proposition 2.8) gives
χM(I ∪ {b}) = (−1)
|I∩[a,b)|DaDbχM(I ∪ {a}).
Because (χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈A strictly alternates in sign, we have
χM(I ∪ {b}) = (−1)
|A∩[a,b)|χM(I ∪ {a}) for b ∈ A,
so Db = (−1)|(I∪A)∩[a,b)|. Now let X be the covector D ◦ C(i1) ◦ · · · ◦ C(ik−1) of M, where
I = {i1, · · ·, ik−1}. Then Xi = (−1)
|(I∪A)∩[a,i)| for i ∈ I ∪ A, so X strictly alternates in sign
on I ∪ A, giving var(X) ≥ m+ 1.
(ii) (⇒): Suppose that I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
such that I ∪ {i} is a basis of M for some i ∈ [n], and
var((χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I) ≥ m− k + 2. We proceed as in the proof of (i). Take A ∈
(
[n]\I
m−k+3
)
such that var((χM(I ∪{i}))i∈A) = m− k+2 and I ∪{a} is a basis ofM for some a ∈ A; fix
such an a ∈ A. By Definition 2.6 there exists a cocircuit D ofM with I∩D = ∅; since a ∈ D
we may assume that Da = 1. Then for b ∈ [n], the pivoting property (Proposition 2.8) gives
χM(I ∪ {b}) = (−1)
|I∩[a,b)|DaDbχM(I ∪ {a}).
Because var((χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈A) = m− k + 2, for b ∈ A either χM(I ∪ {b}) = 0 or
χM(I ∪ {b}) = (−1)
|A∩[a,b)|χM(I ∪ {a}),
whence either Db = 0 or Db = (−1)
|(I∪A)∩[a,b)|. Hence D|I∪A ≤ X , where X is the sign vector
in {0,+,−}I∪A with Xa = 1 which strictly alternates in sign. This gives var(D) ≥ var(X) =
m+ 1.
(⇐): Suppose that var(X) ≥ m+1 for some nonzero covector X ofM. By Proposition 2.5
there exists a cocircuit C ofM with C ≤ X , whence var(C) ≥ m+1. We consider two cases.
First suppose that |C| ≤ n −m − 1. Take a ∈ C, and note that by (C2) of Definition 2.3,
([n]\C)∪{a} has nonempty intersection with the support of every cocircuit ofM. Hence by
Definition 2.6, some subset of ([n]\C)∪{a} is a basis ofM, which we may write as I∪{a} for
some I ∈
(
[n]\C
k−1
)
. Then I ∪{i} is not a basis ofM for i ∈ [n]\C, whence (χM(I ∪{i}))i∈[n]\I
has at least m − k + 2 zero components. This gives var((χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I) ≥ m − k + 2,
completing the proof.
Now suppose instead that |C| ≥ n−m−1. There exists J ∈
(
[n]
m+2
)
with var(C|J) = m+1;
take such a J which minimizes |J ∩ C|. It follows that [n] \ C ⊆ J . (Otherwise there exists
e ∈ [n]\(J∪C), whence letting e′ equal either minf∈J∩C,f>e f or maxf∈J∩C,f<e f , at least one
of which exists because |C| ≥ n−m− 1, we have var(C|(J\{e′})∪{e}) = m+ 1, contradicting
our choice of J .) Since |C| ≥ n − m − 1, we may take j ∈ J ∩ C. Note that by (C2) of
Definition 2.3, ([n] \C)∪ {j} has nonempty intersection with the support of every cocircuit
ofM. Hence by Definition 2.6, some subset of ([n] \C)∪{j} is a basis ofM, which we may
write as I ∪ {j} for some I ∈
(
[n]\C
k−1
)
. In particular, we have I ⊆ J .
By the pivoting property (Proposition 2.8), we have
χM(I ∪ {i}) = (−1)
|I∩[j,i)|CiCjχM(I ∪ {j}) for i ∈ [n].
Also, since C weakly alternates in sign on J , for i ∈ J we have either Ci = 0 or Ci =
(−1)J∩[j,i)Cj . Hence for i ∈ J \ I we have either χM(I ∪ {i}) = 0 or χM(I ∪ {i}) =
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(−1)(J\I)∩[j,i)χM(I ∪ {j}), whence (χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈J\I weakly alternates in sign on J \ I, i.e.
var((χM(I ∪ {i}))i∈J\I) = m− k + 2. 
We call an oriented matroidM with a totally ordered ground set positively oriented if every
basis ofM has the same orientation, and alternating ifM is positively oriented and uniform.
Hence V ∈ Grk,n is totally nonnegative iffM(V ) is positively oriented, and V is totally pos-
itive iff M(V ) is alternating. We now obtain the generalization of Gantmakher and Krein’s
characterization (Theorem 1.1) to oriented matroids, as a consequence of Theorem 3.1 in the
special case m := k − 1.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that M is an oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n].
(i) M is positively oriented iff var(X) ≤ k − 1 for all X ∈ V∗(M).
(ii) M is alternating iff var(X) ≤ k − 1 for all X ∈ V∗(M) \ {0}.
We remark that the forward directions of (i) and (ii) above follow from Theorem 1.1 and
Ardila, Rinco´n, and Williams’ result [ARW] that every positively oriented matroid is real-
izable. (The converses do not so follow, because we do not know a priori that an oriented
matroid M satisfying var(X) ≤ k − 1 for all X ∈ V∗(M) is realizable.) Part (ii) above is
implicit in the literature (cf. [BLV], 9.4 of [BLVS+], and [CD]), though we have not seen it
explicitly stated and proven in this form.
Proof. (i) (⇒): Suppose thatM is positively oriented, and let N be the uniform positively
oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n]. Then by Theorem 3.1(ii) with m := k − 1,
we have var(Y ) ≤ k− 1 for all Y ∈ V∗(N ) \ {0}. Now given any X ∈ V∗(M), sinceM≤ N
there exists Y ∈ V∗(N ) with X ≤ Y (Definition 2.11), whence var(X) ≤ var(Y ) ≤ k − 1.
(⇐): Suppose that var(X) ≤ k − 1 for all X ∈ V∗(M). Then by Theorem 3.1(i) with
m := k − 1, any two bases of M which have k − 1 elements in common have the same
orientation. Hence it will suffice to show that given any two bases I, J of M, there exist
bases I0 := I, I1, · · ·, Ir−1, Ir := J of M such that |Is−1 ∩ Is| ≥ k − 1 for all s ∈ [r]. This
follows from the basis exchange axiom for (oriented) matroids (p81 of [BLVS+]): if A and
B are bases of an (oriented) matroid and a ∈ A \ B, then there exists b ∈ B \ A such that
(A \ {a}) ∪ {b} is a basis.
(ii) The forward direction follows from Theorem 3.1(ii) with m := k−1. For the converse,
suppose that var(X) ≤ k − 1 for all X ∈ V∗(M) \ {0}. Then M is positively oriented
by part (i) of this result. Also, if there exists I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
which is not a basis of M, then
by Definition 2.6 there exists a cocircuit C of M with I ∩ C = ∅, whence var(C) ≥ k, a
contradiction. Hence M is uniform. 
We have already observed that the converse to Theorem 3.1(i) holds when M is a uni-
form oriented matroid, but not in general. Our goal in the remainder of the section is
to prove a necessary and sufficient condition for having var(X) ≤ m for all X ∈ V∗(M).
Namely, we give an algorithm for perturbing any oriented matroidM with a totally ordered
ground set into a uniform N ≥ M of the same rank, such that maxX∈V∗(M) var(X) =
maxY ∈V∗(N ) var(Y ); we then apply Theorem 3.1 to N to determine maxX∈V∗(M) var(X)
(Theorem 3.14). In the case of realizable oriented matroids M(V ) (V ∈ Grk,n), this per-
turbation involves repeatedly adding a very small multiple of one column of a k × n matrix
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whose rows span V to an adjacent column (and taking the row span of the resulting matrix).
These perturbations generalize to all oriented matroids, as we explain below.
Let M be an oriented matroid with ground set E. A single element extension of M at
a is an oriented matroid M˜ with ground set E ⊔ {a} (where ⊔ denotes disjoint union) and
the same rank as M, such that M˜|E = M. (Some authors allow M˜ to have rank greater
thanM.) Las Vergnas [LV] studied single element extensions; we use his results as stated in
[BLVS+]. For a sign vector X ∈ {0,+,−}E and y ∈ {0,+,−}, let (X, y)a ∈ {0,+,−}
E⊔{a}
denote the sign vector whose restriction to E is X and whose ath component is y.
Lemma 3.5 (cocircuits of single element extensions; 7.1.4 of [BLVS+]). Suppose that the
oriented matroid M˜ is the single element extension of M at a, where M has ground set E
and rank k. Then there exists a unique function σ : C∗(M)→ {0,+,−} such that (C, σ(C))a
is a cocircuit of M˜ for all cocircuits C of M. We have C∗(M˜) = C1 ⊔ C2, where
C1 := {(C, σ(C))a : C ∈ C
∗(M)},
C2 :=
{
(C ◦D, 0)a :
C,D ∈ C∗(M) are conformal, σ(C) = −σ(D) 6= 0, and
|B \ (C ∪D)| ≥ k − 2 for some basis B of M
}
.
In this case we say that M˜ is the single element extension of M at a by σ. In general, not
all functions σ : C∗(M) → {0,+,−} give rise to single element extensions. However, for
e ∈ E the evaluation function φe : C∗(M) → {0,+,−}, C 7→ Ce and its negation −φe are
guaranteed to give single element extensions (7.1.8 of [BLVS+]). (Geometrically, the single
element extension by φe duplicates coordinate e at the new coordinate a.) Also, if the two
functions σ, τ : C∗(M) → {0,+,−} each give rise to a single element extension of M, then
so does the composition σ ◦ τ (7.2.2 of [BLVS+]), and the extension of M by σ is less than
or equal to (under Definition 2.11) the extension of M by σ ◦ τ (7.7.8 of [BLVS+]). (The
composition σ ◦ τ : C∗(M)→ {0,+,−} is defined just as for covectors, by
(σ ◦ τ)(C) :=
{
σ(C), if σ(C) 6= 0
τ(C), if σ(C) = 0
for C ∈ C∗(M).)
Definition 3.6 (i →ǫ j-perturbation). Let M be an oriented matroid with ground set E,
i, j ∈ E, and ǫ ∈ {+,−}. If i = j or j is a coloop of M, set N := M. (A coloop c of an
(oriented) matroid is an element of its ground set which is in every basis.) Otherwise, the
restrictionM\{j} has the same rank asM, soM is the single element extension ofM\{j}
at j by some σ : C∗(M\{j})→ {0,+,−}. Let N be the single element extension ofM\{j}
at j by σ ◦ ǫφi, which is well defined and satisfies N ≥M by the preceding discussion. We
call N the i→ǫ j-perturbation of M.
We now prove several properties of i→ǫ j-perturbation.
Lemma 3.7 (chirotope of the i→ǫ j-perturbation). Suppose that M is an oriented matroid
of rank k with a totally ordered ground set E, and N is the i→ǫ j-perturbation ofM (where
i, j ∈ E and ǫ ∈ {+,−}). Then the chirotope of N is given by
χN (I) =
{
(−1)|I∩(i,j)|ǫχM((I \ {j}) ∪ {i}), if i /∈ I, j ∈ I, and χM(I) = 0
χM(I), otherwise
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for I ∈
(
E
k
)
, where (i, j) denotes the set of elements of E strictly between i and j.
Proof. If i = j or j is a coloop of M, then N = M and the result is clear, so we may
assume that i 6= j and j is not a coloop ofM. Let I ∈
(
E
k
)
. If j /∈ I, we have χN (I) = χM(I)
because M\ {j} = N \ {j}. Also, if χM(I) 6= 0, we have χN (I) = χM(I) because M≤ N .
Hence we may assume that j ∈ I and χM(I) = 0. Then by Definition 2.6 there exists a
cocircuit C of M with I ∩ C = ∅. In particular, Cj = 0. If Ci = 0, then by Lemma 3.5 C is
also a cocircuit of N , whence by Definition 2.6 both I and (I \ {j}) ∪ {i} are not bases of
M or N , giving χN (I) = χM((I \ {j}) ∪ {i}) = χM(I) = 0.
Suppose instead that Ci 6= 0. In particular i /∈ I, so we must show that χN (I) =
(−1)|I∩(i,j)|ǫχM((I \{j})∪{i}). By Lemma 3.5, we get a cocircuit D of N such that De = Ce
for e ∈ E \{j}, and either Dj = ǫCi (if C ∈ C1) or Dj = 0 (if C ∈ C2). Hence by the pivoting
property (Proposition 2.8), we have
χN (I) = (−1)
|I∩(i,j)|DiDjχN ((I \ {j}) ∪ {i}),
and χN ((I \ {j}) ∪ {i}) = χM((I \ {j}) ∪ {i}) since j /∈ (I \ {j}) ∪ {i}. If C ∈ C1, then
DiDj = ǫ, giving χN (I) = (−1)|I∩(i,j)|ǫχM((I \ {j}) ∪ {i}). Now suppose that C ∈ C2.
Then Dj = 0, giving χN (I) = 0; we must show that χM((I \ {j}) ∪ {i}) = 0. Since
C ∈ C2, we can write C = (X ◦ Y, 0)j for some conformal cocircuits X, Y of M \ {j} with
σ(X) = −σ(Y ) 6= 0, where M is the single element extension of M \ {j} by σ. From
I ∩ C = ∅ we get I ∩ X = I ∩ Y = ∅. Also, by Lemma 3.5, (X, σ(X))j and (Y, σ(Y ))j
are cocircuits of M. Hence if i /∈ X or i /∈ Y , then (I \ {j}) ∪ {i} is not a basis of M by
Definition 2.6. Otherwise we have Xi = Yi 6= 0 (since X and Y are conformal), and X 6= Y
(since σ(X) 6= σ(Y )). Then by (C3) of Definition 2.3, there exists a cocircuit of M whose
support is contained in (X ∪ Y ∪ {j}) \ {i} ⊆ E \ ((I \ {j})∪ {i}), whence (I \ {j})∪ {i} is
not a basis of M. 
Corollary 3.8 (geometric interpretation of i →ǫ j-perturbation). Suppose that V ∈ Grk,n,
i, j ∈ [n], and ǫ ∈ {+,−}. For α ∈ R, let W (α) ∈ Grk,n be the row span of the k × n
matrix [x(1)| · · · |x(j−1)|(x(j) + αx(i))|x(j+1)| · · · |x(n)], where [x(1)| · · · |x(n)] is a k × n matrix
whose rows span V . (Note that W (α) does not depend on the choice of matrix.) Then for
all α ∈ R with sign ǫ such that ∆I(W (α)) has the same sign as ∆I(V ) for all I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
with
∆I(V ) 6= 0, M(W (α)) is the i→ǫ j-perturbation of M(V ).
Note that the possible values of α form an open interval between 0 and some number, or
±∞, with sign ǫ.
Example 3.9. Let V ∈ Gr2,4 be the row span of the matrix
[
1 0 2 0
0 3 −1 4
]
, and for α < 0
let W (α) ∈ Gr2,4 be the row span of the matrix
[
1 0 2 α
0 3 −1 4
]
. Note that the {3, 4}-minor
of the first matrix equals 8, and the {3, 4}-minor of the second matrix equals 8 + α, so we
should pick α > −8 so that these minors agree in sign. In fact, for all α ∈ (−8, 0) the
corresponding minors of the two matrices agree in sign whenever the first minor is nonzero,
whence M(W (α)) equals the 1→− 4-perturbation of M(V ). ♦
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Proof (of Corollary 3.8). Note that for I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
and α ∈ R, we have
∆I(W (α)) =
{
∆I(V ) + (−1)|I∩(i,j)|α∆(I\{j})∪{i}(V ), if i /∈ I and j ∈ I
∆I(V ), otherwise
,(3.10)
where (i, j) denotes the set of elements of [n] strictly between i and j. Hence the result
follows from Lemma 3.7. 
We observe that certain i→ǫ j-perturbations do not increase sign variation.
Lemma 3.11 (sign variation and i →ǫ j-perturbation). Suppose that M is an oriented
matroid of rank k with ground set [n], and m ≥ k − 1.
(i) Let N be either the (i + 1) →+ i-perturbation of M (i ∈ [n − 1]), the i →+ (i + 1)-
perturbation of M (i ∈ [n − 1]), the 1 →(−1)m n-perturbation of M, or the n →(−1)m 1-
perturbation ofM. If var(X) ≤ m for all X ∈ V∗(M), then var(Y ) ≤ m for all Y ∈ V∗(N ).
(ii) Suppose that P ≥ M has rank k. If var(X) ≤ m for all X ∈ V∗(M) \ {0}, then
var(Y ) ≤ m for all Y ∈ V∗(P) \ {0}.
Note that (i) above does not hold for any other i→ǫ j-perturbations ofM (assuming i 6= j);
for counterexamples, we can take k := 1 and m ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. (i) Note that for X ∈ {0,+,−}n, we have var(X) = var((Xn, Xn−1, · · ·, X1)), and
if var(X) ≤ m then var((X2, X3, · · ·, Xn, (−1)mX1)) ≤ m. By this cyclic symmetry, it will
suffice to prove the result assuming that N is the 2→+ 1-perturbation of M. Suppose that
var(X) ≤ m for all X ∈ V∗(M), but there exists a covector Y of N with var(Y ) ≥ m + 1.
We will derive a contradiction by showing that Y is a covector of M.
SinceM\{1} = N \{1}, by Definition 2.10 we have X|[n]\{1} = Y |[n]\{1} for some covector
X ofM. From var(X) ≤ m, we get that Y1 6= 0, Y2. WriteM as the single element extension
ofM\{1} by σ : C∗(M\{1})→ {0,+,−}. Since Y is a composition of conformal cocircuits
of N (Proposition 2.5), by Lemma 3.5 we have a composition of conformal cocircuits
Y = (C(1), (σ ◦φ2)(C
(1)))1 ◦ · · · ◦ (C
(r), (σ ◦φ2)(C
(r)))1 ◦ (D
(1) ◦E(1), 0)1 ◦ · · · ◦ (D
(s) ◦E(s), 0)1
for some cocircuits C(1), · · ·, C(r), D(1), E(1), · · ·, D(s), E(s) of M \ {1}. If Y2 = 0, then (σ ◦
φ2)(C
(t)) = σ(C(t)) for t ∈ [r], whence by Lemma 3.5
Y = (C(1), σ(C(1)))1 ◦ · · · ◦ (C
(r), σ(C(r)))1◦
(D(1), σ(D(1)))1 ◦ (E
(1), σ(E(1)))1 ◦ · · · ◦ (D
(s), σ(D(s)))1 ◦ (E
(s), σ(E(s)))1
is a covector ofM, a contradiction. Hence Y1 = −Y2. In particular, because the composition
above is of conformal cocircuits, we have C
(t)
2 6= Y1 and (σ ◦ φ2)(C
(t)) 6= −Y1 for t ∈ [r]. We
also have σ(C(u)) = Y1 for some u ∈ [r], since otherwise (σ ◦φ2)(C(t)) = φ2(C(t)) 6= Y1 for all
t ∈ [r]. This gives
Y = (C(u), σ(C(u)))1 ◦ (C
(1), σ(C(1)))1 ◦ · · · ◦ (C
(r), σ(C(r)))1◦
(D(1), σ(D(1)))1 ◦ (E
(1), σ(E(1)))1 ◦ · · · ◦ (D
(s), σ(D(s)))1 ◦ (E
(s), σ(E(s)))1,
so Y is a covector of M by Lemma 3.5, a contradiction.
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(ii) This follows from a general fact about oriented matroids A and B with the same rank
and ground set (7.7.5 of [BLVS+]): A ≤ B iff for all nonzero covectors Y of B, there exists
a nonzero covector X of A with X ≤ Y . 
We now explain how to perturb an oriented matroid into a uniform oriented matroid by
repeatedly applying i→ǫ j-perturbations.
Proposition 3.12 (uniform perturbation). Suppose that M is an oriented matroid of rank
k with ground set [n].
(i) The oriented matroid obtained from M by applying any k(2n − k − 1) consecutive per-
turbations of the sequence
· · ·, (n− 1)→ n, n→ 1, 1→ 2, 2→ 3, · · ·, (n− 1)→ n, n→ 1, 1→ 2, · · ·
in order from left to right is uniform. (Here an i → j-perturbation denotes either of the
i→ǫ j-perturbations, for ǫ ∈ {+,−}.)
(ii) The oriented matroid obtained from M by applying any (n − k)(n + k − 1) consecutive
perturbations of the sequence
· · ·, n→ (n− 1), 1→ n, 2→ 1, 3→ 2, · · ·, n→ (n− 1), 1→ n, 2→ 1, · · ·
in order from left to right is uniform.
(iii) The oriented matroid obtained from M by applying the sequence of perturbations
1→ 2, 2→ 3, · · ·, (n− 1)→ n, n→ (n− 1), (n− 1)→ (n− 2), · · ·, 2→ 1
in order from left to right k times is uniform.
(iv) The oriented matroid obtained from M by applying the sequence of perturbations
2→ 1, 3→ 2, · · ·, n→ (n− 1), (n− 1)→ n, (n− 2)→ (n− 1), · · ·, 1→ 2
in order from left to right n− k times is uniform.
Thus we have four specific algorithms for perturbing M into a uniform oriented matroid,
each using at most 2n2 perturbations. For example, if k := 1 and n := 3, then applying
any of the following sequences of perturbations to M, in order from left to right, produces
a uniform oriented matroid:
• 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 1, 1→ 2 (by (i)); or
• 2→ 3, 3→ 1, 1→ 2, 2→ 3 (by (i)); or
• 3→ 1, 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 1 (by (i)); or
• 2→ 1, 3→ 2, 1→ 3, 2→ 1, 3→ 2, 1→ 3 (by (ii)); or
• 3→ 2, 1→ 3, 2→ 1, 3→ 2, 1→ 3, 2→ 1 (by (ii)); or
• 1→ 3, 2→ 1, 3→ 2, 1→ 3, 2→ 1, 3→ 2 (by (ii)); or
• 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 2, 2→ 1 (by (iii)); or
• 2→ 1, 3→ 2, 2→ 3, 1→ 2, 2→ 1, 3→ 2, 2→ 3, 1→ 2 (by (iv)).
Example 3.13. Let V ∈ Gr2,3 be the row span of the matrix
[
1 3 0
0 0 1
]
, so that the vectors
in V change sign at most m := 1 time. Now V is not generic, because ∆{2,3}(V ) = 0. We
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can perturb V into a generic subspace by applying a 3 →− 1-perturbation, giving the row
span of [
1 3 0
α 0 1
]
(α < 0),
or by applying a 3→+ 2-perturbation, giving the row span of[
1 3 0
0 β 1
]
(β > 0).
The vectors in either of these generic subspaces change sign at most once, as guaranteed by
Lemma 3.11. Note that we cannot make V generic by applying only 1 → 2- and 2 → 3-
perturbations. ♦
Proof (of Proposition 3.12). Let N be an oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n].
The dual N ∗ of N is the oriented matroid of rank n− k with ground set [n] whose chirotope
is given by χN ∗(J) = (−1)
∑
j∈J jχN ([n] \ J) for J ∈
(
[n]
n−k
)
. Note that N is uniform iff N ∗
is uniform. Also, Lemma 3.7 implies that the dual of the i →ǫ j-perturbation of N is the
j →−ǫ i-perturbation of N ∗. Hence statements (i) and (ii) are dual, and statements (iii) and
(iv) are dual. We will prove (ii) and (iv).
A hyperplane of an (oriented) matroid is a maximal subset of its ground set which contains
no basis. Note that by Definition 2.6 and (C2) of Definition 2.3, hyperplanes are precisely the
complements of supports of cocircuits. Now suppose that we have a collection of functions,
each of which, given an oriented matroid P of rank k with ground set [n], produces an
oriented matroid P ′ ≥ P of rank k, such that no hyperplane of P of size at least k is a
hyperplane of P ′. Note that every basis of P is a basis of P ′ (by Definition 2.11), so every
hyperplane of P ′ is contained in a hyperplane of P. Hence the maximum size of a hyperplane
of P ′ is less than the maximum size of a hyperplane of P, unless every hyperplane of P has
size less than k (i.e. P is uniform). By applying such a function n − k times (possibly a
different function in our collection each time), we obtain a uniform oriented matroid. Thus
to prove (ii), it suffices to show that for all i ∈ Z, applying the sequence of perturbations
(i+ 1)→ i, (i+ 2)→ (i+ 1), · · ·, (i+ n+ k − 1)→ (i+ n + k − 2)
(where we read the indices modulo n) in order from left to right is such a function (we then
apply this function for i = j, j + (n+ k − 1), j + 2(n+ k − 1), · · ·, j + (n− k − 1)(n+ k − 1)
for any j ∈ Z). Similarly, to prove (iv), it suffices to show that applying the sequence of
perturbations
2→ 1, 3→ 2, · · ·, n→ (n− 1), (n− 1)→ n, (n− 2)→ (n− 1), · · ·, 1→ 2
in order from left to right is such a function. To this end, we prove the following claim.
Claim. Suppose that P is an oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n], and I ⊆ [n] is
a hyperplane of P with |I| ≥ k. Take a ∈ I and b ∈ [k] such that
• a is not a coloop of P|I ;
• a + 1, a+ 2, · · ·, a+ b− 1 ∈ I are coloops of P|I ; and
• a + b /∈ I,
where we read the indices modulo n. Then for all Q ≥ P of rank k, I is not a hyperplane
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the oriented matroid obtained from Q by applying the sequence of perturbations (a+ 1)→
a, (a+ 2)→ (a+ 1), · · ·, (a+ b)→ (a+ b− 1) in order from left to right, where we read the
indices modulo n.
Proof of Claim. First note that I 6= [n], and P|I has at most k − 1 coloops (otherwise the
rank of P|I would be at least k), so such a and b exist. Also note that for any oriented
matroids A ≤ B of equal rank with ground set [n], by Lemma 3.7 the i →ǫ j-perturbation
of A is less than or equal to the i →ǫ j-perturbation of B, for all i, j ∈ [n] and ǫ ∈ {+,−}.
Hence it will suffice to prove the claim assuming that Q = P.
Let P(0) := P, and define P(c) recursively for c = 1, · · ·, b as either of the (a + c) →ǫ
(a+ c−1)-perturbations of P(c−1) for ǫ ∈ {+,−}. Also let J ∈
(
I
k−1
)
be a basis of P|I which
does not contain a. Since a+ 1, a+ 2, · · ·, a+ b− 1 are coloops of P|I , they are in J .
We claim that (J ∪{a, a+ b})\{a+ c} is a basis of P(c) for 0 ≤ c ≤ b. Let us prove this by
induction on c. For the base case c = 0, we must show that J ∪{a+b} is a basis of P. If not,
then by Definition 2.6 there exists a cocircuit C of P with (J∪{a+b})∩C = ∅. We then have
CI = 0. (Otherwise there exists a cocircuit D of PI with D ≤ CI by Proposition 2.5, whence
J ∩ D = ∅, contradicting Definition 2.6 since J is a basis of PI .) This gives C ⊂ [n] \ I,
which contradicts (C2) of Definition 2.3 because [n] \ I is the support of a cocircuit of P.
For the induction step, suppose that c ∈ [b] and (J ∪ {a, a + b}) \ {a + c − 1} is a basis of
P(c−1). By Lemma 3.7, we have
χP(c)((J ∪ {a, a+ b}) \ {a+ c}) ={
±χP(c−1)((J ∪ {a, a+ b}) \ {a+ c− 1}), if χP(c−1)((J ∪ {a, a+ b}) \ {a + c}) = 0
χP(c−1)((J ∪ {a, a+ b}) \ {a+ c}), otherwise
.
In the first case we have χP(c)((J ∪ {a, a + b}) \ {a + c}) 6= 0 by the induction hypothesis,
while in the second case (J ∪ {a, a + b}) \ {a + c} is a basis of P(c−1), and hence also of
P(c) ≥ P(c−1). This completes the induction. Taking c := b we get that J ∪ {a} is a basis of
P(c), and so I is not a hyperplane of P(c). 
Note that for any a ∈ Z and b ∈ [k], the sequence (a+1)→ a, (a+2)→ (a+1), · · ·, (a+b)→
(a+ b− 1) is a consecutive subsequence of
(i+ 1)→ i, (i+ 2)→ (i+ 1), · · ·, (i+ n+ k − 1)→ (i+ n + k − 2)
for all i ∈ Z (where we read the indices modulo n). This proves (ii).
For (iv), let P be an oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n], and I ⊆ [n] a
hyperplane of P with |I| ≥ k. It will suffice to show that I is not a hyperplane of the
oriented matroid P ′ obtained from P by applying the sequence of perturbations
2→ 1, 3→ 2, · · ·, n→ (n− 1), (n− 1)→ n, (n− 2)→ (n− 1), · · ·, 1→ 2
in order from left to right. To this end, take i ∈ [n] \ I. If there exists an element of
[1, i] ∩ I which is not a coloop of P|I , then we may take a and b as in the statement of
the claim such that we also have 1 ≤ a < a + b ≤ i; then I is not a hyperplane of the
oriented matroid obtained from any Q ≥ P by applying the sequence of perturbations
(a+ 1)→ a, (a + 2)→ (a+ 1), · · ·, (a+ b)→ (a+ b− 1) in order from left to right, whence
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I is not a hyperplane of P ′. Otherwise, there exists an element of [i, n] ∩ I which is not a
coloop of P|I , whence we take a′ ∈ [i, n] ∩ I and b′ ∈ [k] such that
• a′ is not a coloop of P|I ;
• a′ − 1, a′ − 2, · · ·, a′ − b′ + 1 ∈ I are coloops of P|I ; and
• a′ − b′ /∈ I.
We have a′− b′ ≥ i, and by the claim I is not a hyperplane of the oriented matroid obtained
from any Q ≥ P by applying the sequence of perturbations (a′ − 1) → a′, (a′ − 2) →
(a′− 1), · · ·, (a′− b′)→ (a′− b′ +1) in order from left to right, whence I is not a hyperplane
of P ′. 
We are now ready to give a necessary and sufficient condition that var(X) ≤ m for all
X ∈ V∗(M).
Theorem 3.14. Suppose that M is an oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n], and
m ≥ k−1. Let N be any oriented matroid obtained from M by applying one of the following
sequences of perturbations:
• any k(2n− k − 1) consecutive perturbations of the sequence
· · ·, (n− 1)→+ n, n→(−1)m 1, 1→+ 2, 2→+ 3, · · ·, (n− 1)→+ n, n→(−1)m 1, 1→+ 2, · · ·
in order from left to right; or
• any (n− k)(n + k − 1) consecutive perturbations of the sequence
· · ·, n→+ (n− 1), 1→(−1)m n, 2→+ 1, 3→+ 2, · · ·, n→+ (n− 1), 1→(−1)m n, 2→+ 1, · · ·
in order from left to right; or
• the sequence of perturbations
1→+ 2, 2→+ 3, · · ·, (n− 1)→+ n, n→+ (n− 1), (n− 1)→+ (n− 2), · · ·, 2→+ 1
in order from left to right k times; or
• the sequence of perturbations
2→+ 1, 3→+ 2, · · ·, n→+ (n− 1), (n− 1)→+ n, (n− 2)→+ (n− 1), · · ·, 1→+ 2
in order from left to right n− k times.
Then N is uniform, and the following are equivalent:
(i) var(X) ≤ m for all X ∈ V∗(M);
(ii) var(Y ) ≤ m for all Y ∈ V∗(N ); and
(iii) var((χN (I ∪ {i}))i∈[n]\I) ≤ m− k + 1 for all I ∈
(
[n]
k−1
)
.
Note that the first two sequences of perturbations take advantage of the cyclic symmetry of
sign variation, but they depend on (the parity of) m, whereas the last two sequences do not.
Note that none of the sequences depend on M (only on n and k, and perhaps m).
Proof. Proposition 3.12 implies that N is uniform. We have (i) ⇒ (ii) by Lemma 3.11, (ii)
⇒ (i) by Definition 2.11, (ii) ⇒ (iii) by Theorem 3.1(i), and (iii) ⇒ (ii) by Theorem 3.1(ii)
(since N is uniform). 
We can interpret this statement as a closure result in the space of oriented matroids (or
the Grassmannian Grk,n), where the closure of a set S of oriented matroids is {M : M ≤
N for some N ∈ S}. (Grk,n has the classical topology.)
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Theorem 3.15. Let n ≥ k ≥ 0 and m ≥ k − 1.
(i) Let S be the set of oriented matroidsM of rank k with ground set [n] satisfying var(X) ≤
m for all X ∈ V∗(M). Then the closure of the set of uniform elements of S (in the space of
oriented matroids of rank k with ground set [n]) equals S.
(ii) Let T := {V ∈ Grk,n : var(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V }. Then the closure in Grk,n of the set
of generic elements of T equals T .
Proof. Theorem 3.14 implies (i). For (ii), note that the closure in Grk,n of the generic
elements of T is contained in T . Conversely, given V ∈ T we can construct (by Theorem 3.14)
a sequence M0 :=M(V ),M1,M2, · · ·,Mr of elements of S such that Ms is the is →ǫs js-
perturbation of Ms−1 (for some is, js ∈ [n] and ǫs ∈ {+,−}) for all s ∈ [r], and Mr is
uniform. For α > 0, let V0(α) := V , and define Vs(α) ∈ Grk,n recursively for s = 1, · · ·, r as
the row span of the k×n matrix [x(1)| · · · |x(js−1)|(x(js)+ ǫsα2
s−1
x(is))|x(js+1)| · · · |x(n)], where
[x(1)| · · · |x(n)] is a k × n matrix whose rows span Vs−1(α). Note that for 0 ≤ s ≤ r, every
Plu¨cker coordinate of Vs(α) is a polynomial in α of degree at most 2
s− 1; we can prove this
by induction on s, using (3.10).
Claim. Let s ∈ [r] and I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
. Then for α > 0 sufficiently small, either ∆I(Vs−1(α)) = 0,
or ∆I(Vs(α)) and ∆I(Vs−1(α)) are nonzero with the same sign.
Proof of Claim. Regard ∆I(Vs−1(α)) as a polynomial in α. If this polynomial is zero then
the claim is proven, so suppose that this polynomial is nonzero, and write ∆I(Vs−1(α)) =
cαd + O(αd+1) (as α → 0) for some d ≤ 2s−1 − 1 and c 6= 0. Then by (3.10) we have
∆I(Vs(α)) = ∆I(Vs−1(α)) + O(α
2s−1) = cαd + O(αd+1). Hence for α > 0 sufficiently small,
we have sign(∆I(Vs(α))) = sign(∆I(Vs−1(α))) = sign(c). 
Thus by Corollary 3.8, for α > 0 sufficiently small we have M(Vs(α)) =Ms for all s ∈ [r],
whence Vr(α) is generic and Vr(α) ∈ T . Taking α → 0 shows explicitly that V is in the
closure of T . 
4. Defining amplituhedra and Grassmann polytopes
Let k, n, r ∈ N with n ≥ k, r, and let Z : Rn → Rr be a linear map, which we also regard as
an r × n matrix. Arkani-Hamed and Trnka [AHT] consider the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced
by Z on the totally nonnegative Grassmannian. Explicitly, if X is a k×n matrix whose row
span is V ∈ Gr≥0k,n, then Z(V ) is the row span of the k×r matrix XZ
T . In the case that k ≤ r
and all r× r minors of Z are positive, Arkani-Hamed and Trnka call the image of this map a
(tree) amplituhedron, and use it to calculate scattering amplitudes in N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory (taking r := k+4). One motivation they provide for requiring that k ≤ r
and Z have positive r × r minors is to guarantee that the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced by
Z is well defined, i.e. that Z(V ) has dimension k for all V ∈ Gr≥0k,n. As a more general
sufficient condition for this map to be well defined, Lam [Lam] requires that the row span
of Z has a k-dimensional subspace which is totally positive. (It is not obvious that Arkani-
Hamed and Trnka’s condition is indeed a special case of Lam’s; see Section 15.1 of [Lam].)
In the case that the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z is well defined, Lam calls the image
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a (full) Grassmann polytope, since in the case k = 1 Grassmann polytopes are precisely
polytopes in the projective space Gr1,r = P
r−1 (and the amplituhedra are projective cyclic
polytopes). In this section we give (Theorem 4.2) a necessary and sufficient condition for the
map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r to be well defined, in terms of sign variation; we are able to translate
this into a condition on the maximal minors of Z using the results of Section 3. As a
consequence, we recover Arkani-Hamed and Trnka’s and Lam’s sufficient conditions. To be
thorough, we similarly determine when the map Gr>0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z on the totally
positive Grassmannian is well defined (Theorem 4.4).
Lemma 4.1. Let v ∈ Rn \ {0} and k ≤ n.
(i) There exists an element of Gr≥0k,n containing v iff var(v) ≤ k − 1.
(ii) There exists an element of Gr>0k,n containing v iff var(v) ≤ k − 1.
Proof. The forward directions of (i) and (ii) follow from Gantmakher and Krein’s result
(Theorem 1.1). For the reverse direction of (i), suppose that var(v) ≤ k − 1. Then we may
partition [n] into pairwise disjoint nonempty intervals of integers I1, · · ·, Ik, such that for
all j ∈ [k] the components of v|Ij are all nonnegative or all nonpositive. For j ∈ [k], let
w(j) ∈ Rn have support Ij such that w(j)|Ij equals v|Ij if v|Ij 6= 0, and eIj otherwise. Then
span({w(j) : j ∈ [k]}) ∈ Gr≥0k,n contains v. (For example, if v = (2, 5, 0,−1,−4,−1, 0, 0, 3)
and k = 4, then we may take I1 := {1, 2, 3}, I2 := {4, 5, 6}, I3 := {7, 8}, I4 := {9}, whence
our subspace is the row span of the matrix
2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 −4 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
 ;
note that v is the sum of rows 1, 2, and 4.)
Now we prove the reverse direction of (ii). The point is that by rescaling the basis vectors
of Rn (the torus action on the Grassmannian), we need only determine the sign vectors
appearing in totally positive subspaces.
Claim ([GK1], [BLVS+]). Let V ∈ Gr>0k,n.
(i) {sign(v) : v ∈ V } = {X ∈ {0,+,−}n : var(X) ≤ k − 1} ∪ {0}.
(ii) {sign(w) : w ∈ V ⊥} = {X ∈ {0,+,−}n : var(X) ≥ k} ∪ {0}.
In the terminology of oriented matroids, the sets in (i) and (ii) are the covectors and vectors,
respectively, of M(V ).
Proof of Claim. This essentially follows from known results, as follows. First recall that by
Lemma 1.11(ii), V is totally positive iff alt(V ⊥) is totally positive. Hence by Lemma 1.11(i),
parts (i) and (ii) of the claim are equivalent. Let us prove (ii). The containment ⊆ fol-
lows from Gantmakher and Krein’s result (Corollary 1.12(ii)). For the containment ⊇,
given X ∈ {0,+,−}n with var(X) ≥ k, take I ∈
(
[n]
k+1
)
such that X alternates in sign
on I. By Proposition 9.4.1 of [BLVS+], there exists w ∈ V ⊥ such that sign(w|I) = X|I
and sign(w|[n]\I) = 0. Now for each j ∈ [n] \ I, take v(j) ∈ V ⊥ such that v
(j)
j = 1 and
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v(j)|[n]\(I∪{j}) = 0. (For example, fix any h ∈ I, whence ∆([n]\I)∪{h}(V ⊥) 6= 0 since V ⊥ is
generic. Then take any (n− k)× n matrix whose rows span V ⊥, and row reduce it so that
we get an identity matrix in the columns ([n] \ I) ∪ {h}. Then we let v(j) for j ∈ [n] \ I be
the row of this matrix whose pivot column is j.) By perturbing w by v(j) for j ∈ [n] \ I so
that wj has sign Xj , we obtain a vector in V
⊥ with sign vector X . 
Suppose that var(v) ≤ k−1. Take any V ∈ Gr>0k,n (e.g. let V be the row span of the matrix
1 1 · · · 1
t1 t2 · · · tn
t21 t
2
2 · · · t
2
n
...
...
. . .
...
tk−11 t
k−1
2 · · · t
k−1
n
 ,
where t1 < · · · < tn). Then the oriented matroid M(V ) defined by V is the alternating
oriented matroid of rank k with ground set [n], whence sign(v) is a covector of M by the
claim. That is (cf. Definition 2.1), there exist α1, · · ·, αn > 0 such that (α1v1, · · ·, αnvn) ∈ V .
Then {(w1
α1
, · · ·, wn
αn
) : w ∈ V } ∈ Gr>0k,n contains v. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that k, n, r ∈ N with n ≥ k, r, and that Z : Rn → Rr is a linear
map, which we also regard as an r × n matrix. Let d be the rank of Z and W ∈ Grd,n the
row span of Z, so that W⊥ = ker(Z) ∈ Grn−d,n. The following are equivalent:
(i) the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z is well defined, i.e. dim(Z(V )) = k for all V ∈ Gr
≥0
k,n;
(ii) var(v) ≥ k for all nonzero v ∈ ker(Z); and
(iii) var((∆I\{i}(W ))i∈I) ≤ d− k for all I ∈
(
[n]
d+1
)
such that W |I has dimension d.
We explain how to use Theorem 4.2 to deduce the sufficient conditions of Arkani-Hamed and
Trnka, and of Lam, for the map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z to be well defined. Note that if
the r× r minors of Z are all positive, then d = r and W is totally positive, so the condition
(iii) holds for any k ≤ r. Alternatively, by Corollary 1.12(ii), we have var(v) ≥ r for all
nonzero v ∈ ker(Z), so the condition (ii) holds for any k ≤ r. This recovers the sufficient
condition of Arkani-Hamed and Trnka [AHT]. On the other hand, if W has a subspace
V ∈ Gr>0k,n, then by Corollary 1.12(ii) we have var(v) ≥ k for all v ∈ V
⊥ \ {0}, which implies
condition (ii) above since ker(Z) =W⊥ ⊆ V ⊥. This recovers the sufficient condition of Lam
[Lam]. However, our result does not show why Arkani-Hamed and Trnka’s condition is a
special case of Lam’s. Indeed, it is an interesting open problem to determine whether or
not Lam’s sufficient condition is also necessary, i.e. whether the condition var(v) ≥ k for all
nonzero v ∈ W⊥ implies that W has a totally positive k-dimensional subspace.
Example 4.3. Let Z : R4 → R2 be the linear map given by the matrix
[
2 −1 1 1
1 2 −1 3
]
(so n = 4, d = r = 2), and let W ∈ Gr2,4 be the row span of this matrix. Let us use
Theorem 4.2(iii) to determine for which k (0 ≤ k ≤ 4) the map Gr≥0k,4 → Grk,2 induced by Z
is well defined. The 4 relevant sequences of Plu¨cker coordinates (as I ranges over
(
[4]
3
)
) are
(∆{2,3}(W ),∆{1,3}(W ),∆{1,2}(W )) = (−1,−3, 5),
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(∆{2,4}(W ),∆{1,4}(W ),∆{1,2}(W )) = (−5, 5, 5),
(∆{3,4}(W ),∆{1,4}(W ),∆{1,3}(W )) = (4, 5,−3),
(∆{3,4}(W ),∆{2,4}(W ),∆{2,3}(W )) = (4,−5,−1).
The maximum number of sign changes among these 4 sequences is 1, which is at most 2− k
iff k ≤ 1. Hence the map is well defined iff k ≤ 1.
Note that for k ≥ 2, the proof of Lemma 4.1(i) shows how to explicitly construct V ∈ Gr≥0k,4
with dim(Z(V )) < k: take a nonzero v ∈ ker(Z) with var(v) ≤ 1, and extend v to V ∈ Gr≥0k,4.
For example, if k = 2 we can take v = (1,−3,−5, 0) ∈ ker(Z) and extend it to the row
span V ∈ Gr≥02,4 of the matrix
[
1 0 0 0
0 −3 −5 0
]
. Note that Z(V ) is the span of (2, 1), so
dim(Z(V )) = 1 < dim(V ). ♦
Proof (of Theorem 4.2). (i) ⇔ (ii): The map Gr≥0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z is well defined
iff for all V ∈ Gr≥0k,n and v ∈ V \ {0}, we have Z(v) 6= 0. This condition is equivalent to (ii)
above by Lemma 4.1(i).
(ii)⇔ (iii): This is precisely the dual statement of (the realizable case of) Theorem 3.1(ii).
Explicitly, recall that alt : Rn → Rn is defined by alt(v) := (v1,−v2, v3, · · ·, (−1)
n−1vn) for
v ∈ Rn. By Lemma 1.11(i), the condition (ii) is equivalent to var(v) ≤ n − k − 1 for all
v ∈ alt(ker(Z)) \ {0}, which is in turn equivalent to var((∆J∪{i}(alt(ker(Z))))i∈[n]\J) ≤ d− k
for all J ∈
(
[n]
n−d−1
)
such that ∆J∪{i}(alt(ker(Z))) 6= 0 for some i ∈ [n] by Theorem 3.1(ii).
This condition is precisely (iii) above, since ∆K(W ) = ∆[n]\K(alt(ker(Z))) for all K ∈
(
[n]
d
)
by Lemma 1.11(ii). 
We give the analogue of Theorem 4.2 for the map induced by Z not on Gr≥0k,n, but on Gr
>0
k,n.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that k, n, r ∈ N with n ≥ k, r, and that Z : Rn → Rr is a linear
map, which we also regard as an r × n matrix. Let d be the rank of Z and W ∈ Grd,n the
row span of Z, so that W⊥ = ker(Z) ∈ Grn−d,n. The following are equivalent:
(i) the map Gr>0k,n → Grk,r induced by Z is well defined, i.e. dim(Z(V )) = k for all V ∈ Gr
>0
k,n;
(ii) var(v) ≥ k for all nonzero v ∈ ker(Z); and
(iii) there exists a generic perturbation W ′ ∈ Grd,n of W such that var((∆I\{i}(W ′))i∈I) ≤
d− k for all I ∈
(
[n]
d+1
)
.
We omit the proof, since it is similar to that of Theorem 4.2; we only mention that in-
stead of Lemma 4.1(i) we use Lemma 4.1(ii), and along with Theorem 3.1(ii) we also use
Theorem 3.15.
5. Positroids from sign vectors
Recall that the totally nonnegative Grassmannian Gr≥0k,n has a cell decomposition, where the
positroid cell of V ∈ Gr≥0k,n is determined by M(V ) := {I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
: ∆I(V ) 6= 0}. The goal
of this section is show how to obtain the positroid cell of a given V ∈ Gr≥0k,n from the sign
vectors of V (i.e. V∗(M(V ))). Note that M(V ) is the set of bases of M(V ), so V∗(M(V ))
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determines M(V ) by the theory of oriented matroids. However, this does not exploit the
fact that V is totally nonnegative. We now describe two other ways to recover M(V ) from
the sign vectors of V , both of which require V to be totally nonnegative.
We begin by examining the Schubert cell of V , which is labeled by the lexicographic
minimum of M(V ). Recall that the Gale partial order ≤Gale on
(
[n]
k
)
is defined by
I ≤Gale J ⇐⇒ i1 ≤ j1, i2 ≤ j2, · · ·, ik ≤ jk
for subsets I = {i1, · · ·, ik} (i1 < · · · < ik), J = {j1, · · ·, jk} (j1 < · · · < jk) of [n]. Note that
I ≤Gale J iff |I ∩ [m]| ≥ |J ∩ [m]| for all m ∈ [n]. Also recall that for V ∈ Grk,n, A(V ) is
the set of I ∈
(
[n]
k
)
such that some vector in V strictly alternates in sign on I. Note that if
I ∈ M(V ) then V |I = RI , so M(V ) ⊆ A(V ). We can obtain the Schubert cell of V ∈ Gr
≥0
k,n
from A(V ) as follows.
Theorem 5.1 (Schubert cell from sign vectors). For V ∈ Gr≥0k,n, the lexicographic minimum
of M(V ) equals the Gale minimum of A(V ).
We remark that the lexicographic minimum of M(V ) is also the Gale minimum of M(V ),
for all V ∈ Grk,n. (In general, the lexicographically minimal basis of any matroid with a
totally ordered ground set is also a Gale minimum [Gal].) However, A(V ) does not neces-
sarily equal M(V ) (see Example 1.9 or Example 5.2), nor does A(V ) necessarily uniquely
determine M(V ) (see Example 5.2). Also, if V is not totally nonnegative, then A(V ) does
not necessarily have a Gale minimum (see Example 5.3).
Example 5.2. Let V,W ∈ Gr≥02,3 be the row spans of the matrices
[
1 0 −1
0 1 0
]
,
[
1 0 −1
0 1 1
]
,
respectively. Then A(V ) = A(W ) =
(
[3]
2
)
, but M(V ) 6= M(W ) since {1, 3} ∈ M(W ) \
M(V ). ♦
Example 5.3. Let V ∈ Gr3,6 be the row span of the matrix
1 0 −1 −1 1 00 1 1 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
, which is
not totally nonnegative. Then (1,−1,−2,−3, 1, 0) ∈ V strictly alternates in sign on {1, 2, 5},
and (3, 2,−1, 1, 3, 0) ∈ V strictly alternates in sign on {1, 3, 4}, but no vector in V strictly
alternates in sign on {1, 2, 3} or {1, 2, 4}. Hence A(V ) has no Gale minimum. ♦
Proof. Given V ∈ Gr≥0k,n, let I be the lexicographic minimum of M(V ).
Claim. Let m ∈ [n] and l := |I ∩ [m]|. Then V |[m] ∈ Gr
≥0
l,m.
Proof of Claim. Express V as the row span of a k × n matrix X = [x(1)| · · · |x(n)] whose
restriction to the columns in I is an identity matrix. Note that V |[m] is the row span of
the first m columns of X . Since {x(i) : i ∈ I ∩ [m]} is linearly independent, we may extend
I ∩ [m] to B ∈M(V |[m]), and then extend B to B
′ ∈M(V ). Since I is the Gale minimum of
M(V ) [Gal], we have I ≤Gale B′. In particular |I ∩ [m]| ≥ |B′ ∩ [m]|, so B = I ∩ [m]. Hence
dim(V |[m]) = l, and the entries in the first m columns of X past the lth row are all zero. It
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follows that V |[m] is the row span of the submatrix of X formed by the first l rows and the
first m columns. Since the restriction of X to the columns in I is an identity matrix, we see
that ∆K(V |[m]) = ∆K∪(I\[m])(V ) ≥ 0 for K ∈
(
[m]
l
)
. 
Hence if v ∈ V strictly alternates in sign on J ∈
(
[n]
k
)
, by Theorem 1.1 we get |I ∩ [m]| − 1 ≥
var(v|[m]) ≥ |J ∩ [m]| − 1 for all m ∈ [n], whence I ≤Gale J . 
Given n ≥ 0, for j ∈ [n] let ≤j be the total order on [n] defined by j <j j + 1 <j · · · <j
n <j 1 <j · · · <j j − 1. Then for V ∈ Grk,n, we let Ij (j ∈ [n]) denote the lexicographic
minimum of M(V ) with respect to ≤j . The tuple (I1, · · ·, In) is called the Grassmann
necklace of V . For example, if V ∈ Gr2,4 is generic, then the Grassmann necklace of V is
({1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {4, 1}). The Grassmann necklace is of special interest to us because of
a result of Postnikov (Theorem 17.1 of [Pos]), which implies that if V is totally nonnegative,
the positroid cell of V is determined by its Grassmann necklace. Oh [Oh] explicitly described
M(V ) in terms of the Grassmann necklace of V , for V ∈ Gr≥0k,n.
Theorem 5.4 ([Oh]). Suppose that V ∈ Gr≥0k,n has Grassmann necklace (I1, · · ·, In) ∈
(
[n]
k
)n
.
Then
M(V ) =
{
J ∈
(
[n]
k
)
: Ij ≤j-Gale J for all j ∈ [n]
}
.
(Here ≤j-Gale denotes the Gale order on
(
[n]
k
)
induced by ≤j .)
We can generalize Theorem 5.1 to the Grassmann necklace (I1, · · ·, In) of V ∈ Gr
≥0
k,n as
follows. For j ∈ [n], we define Vj as the row span of the cyclically shifted k × n matrix
[x(j)|x(j+1)| · · · |x(n)|(−1)k−1x(1)| · · · |(−1)k−1x(j−1)], where [x(1)| · · · |x(n)] is a k × n matrix
whose rows span V . Note that Vj does not depend on our choice of matrix, and since V is
totally nonnegative so is Vj . Then {i− j+1 (mod n) : i ∈ Ij} is the lexicographic minimum
of M(Vj), and so applying Theorem 5.1 to Vj gives the following result.
Corollary 5.5 (Grassmann necklace from sign vectors). Suppose that V ∈ Gr≥0k,n. For
j ∈ [n], let Aj be the set of J ∈
(
[n]
k
)
such that some vector in V strictly alternates in sign
on J except precisely from component max(J ∩ [1, j)) to component min(J ∩ [j, n]) (if both
components exist). Then Aj has a j-Gale minimum Ij for all j ∈ [n], and (I1, · · ·, In) is the
Grassmann necklace of V .
For example, if n := 5, J := {1, 3, 4, 5}, and j := 3, then (1, 1, 1,−1, 1) strictly alternates
in sign on J except precisely from component max(J ∩ [1, j)) to component min(J ∩ [j, n]),
but (1, 1,−1, 1,−1) does not. (If j ≤ min(J) or j > max(J), then the condition reduces to
“strictly alternates in sign on J .”)
With Oh’s result (Theorem 5.4), we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.6. Suppose that V ∈ Gr≥0k,n has Grassmann necklace (I1, · · ·, In) ∈
(
[n]
k
)n
, and
J ∈
(
[n]
k
)
. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) J ∈M(V );
(ii) Ij ≤j-Gale J for all j ∈ [n]; and
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(iii) V realizes all 2k sign vectors in {+,−}J which alternate in sign between every pair of
consecutive components, with at most one exceptional pair.
For example, if k = 5 the 2k sign vectors in (iii) above are (+,−,+,−,+), (+,+,−,+,−),
(+,−,−,+,−), (+,−,+,+,−), (+,−,+,−,−), and their negations. Since V realizes a sign
vector iff V realizes its negation, we need only check k sign vectors in (iii) up to sign.
Proof. We have (i)⇒ (iii) since J ∈M(V ) implies V |J = R
J , (iii)⇒ (ii) by Corollary 5.5(ii),
and (ii) ⇒ (i) by Oh’s result (Theorem 5.4). 
We can prove (iii) ⇒ (i) directly from Theorem 1.1, as follows. Suppose that (iii) holds, but
J /∈M(V ). Then there exists v ∈ V \ {0} with v|J = 0; take j ∈ [n] such that vj 6= 0. Then
(iii) guarantees the existence of a vector w ∈ V which strictly alternates in sign on J except
precisely from component max(J ∩ [1, j)) to component min(J ∩ [j, n]) (if both components
exist). Adding a sufficiently large multiple of ±v to w gives a vector in V which strictly
alternates in sign on J ∪ {j}, contradicting Theorem 1.1. This establishes the equivalence
of (i) and (iii) without appleaing to Oh’s result (Theorem 5.4). The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is
a general fact about matroids [Gal]. We would be interested to see a direct proof of (ii) ⇒
(iii) (and hence of Corollary 5.6) which is substantially different from Oh’s proof, using the
tools of sign variation.
Remark 5.7. We remark that (iii) ⇒ (i) does not necessarily hold when V is not totally
nonnegative; in fact, it is possible that V realizes all 2k sign vectors in {+,−}J except two,
but J /∈ M(V ). To see this, given J ∈
(
[n]
k
)
, let v ∈ RJ have no zero components, and
take V ∈ Grk,n such that V |J = {v}⊥ (which is always possible, assuming n > k). That
is, J /∈ M(V ) and V |J = {w ∈ RJ :
∑
j∈J vjwj = 0}. We see that if w ∈ R
J satisfies
sign(w) = sign(v), then
∑
j∈J vjwj > 0, and so w /∈ V |J . Similarly, if sign(w) = − sign(v)
then w /∈ V |J . Conversely, given ω ∈ {+,−}J with ω 6= ± sign(v), let us construct w ∈ V |J
with sign(w) = ω. Take a, b ∈ J such that sign(va)ωa 6= sign(vb)ωb. For j ∈ J \ {a, b} let wj
be any real number with sign ωj, then take wb with sign ωb and sufficiently large magnitude
that sign(
∑
j∈J\{a} vjwj) = sign(vb)ωb, and set wa := −
∑
j∈J\{a} vjwj
va
. Thus V realizes all sign
vectors in {+,−}J except for precisely ± sign(v).
On the other hand, if V realizes all 2k sign vectors in {+,−}J , then J ∈M(V ). Indeed, if
J /∈ M(V ) then we may take v ∈ (V |J)⊥ \ {0}, whence V does not realize any ω ∈ {+,−}J
satisfying sign(v) ≤ ω.
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